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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 

 

In this research, the objective of research was to analyzed educational 

value that found in finding nemo movie. From the research finding above, the data 

were analyzed by reading the script of finding nemo movie and also watching the 

movie. After analyzed the movie,  the researcher found nine educational value in 

finding nemo movie. That were brave, self confidence, honest, sacrifice, love, 

respect, loyalty, kind and friendly, also not selfish.  

The result of analyzed educational value that found in finding nemo 

related to the theory of El Mubarok. The theory was divided into two group of 

value, value of being and value of giving. Brave, self confidence, honest and 

sacrifice include on the value of being. Value of being is value that is within 

evolved human beings into the behavior and the way we treat other. Also love, 

respect, loyalty, kind and friendly, and not selfish include on the value of giving. 

Value of giving is that values need to be practiced or provided which would then 

be accepted as a given. According to Seshadri education value is education in the 

concerned with the development of the total personality of the individual 

intellectual, social, emotional, aesthetic, moral and spiritual. Thus, educational 

value also important thing for student’s behavior and personality.  
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The previous study has been written by Munawaroh conducted a research 

entitled “An Analysis of Values Found in The Pirate Fairy Movie”. In this study, 

she found some values gets to be classified deeply like moral values that cover to 

be opened, inquiring, active, brave and delight. Then social values consisting of 

agreeable, favor collaborates, ambitious, and good serves. Also she found 

education point also clear headed cover, inventor, want to try something new, and 

innovative. The second written by Maulidia Humaira conducted a research 

entitled “An Analysis of Moral Value In Zootopia Movie”. She found some moral 

values in this movie, respect, responsibility, justice, tolerance, wisdom, helping 

each other, altruism, cooperation, courage, and confidence. 

Inference to the finding and the previous study above, that movie not only 

a story that have not value for life but movie can be the good example value for 

life. The other value that we see beside value in real life. The English teacher is 

recommended used movie to taught students for teaching media and for. From 

watching movie students can get an educational value. 

 


